
Samsung Launches Galaxy
Watch3 Titanium Merging
Luxury With Durability

Samsung Electronics today announced the Titanium model of
Galaxy Watch3, with all the favorite smartwatch features, in a
new distinguished design.

Galaxy Watch3 boasts all the craftsmanship of a high-end
timepiece, featuring premium materials and a stunning
signature rotating bezel. Now for the first time, Samsung has
created a titanium smartwatch model, bringing a new design
to Galaxy Watch3 that is elegant and lightweight, yet durable.

Providing a holistic and luxurious design, a premium metal
strap will be included in the box. The strap comes in Mystic
Black to complement the body of the smartwatch and features
a texture that matches the look and feel of the Titanium
model. On top of that, it is easy to adjust the strap length, so
no matter the wrist size, the Galaxy Watch3 Titanium will fit
perfectly.

Galaxy Watch3 Titanium boasts all the favorite features of
Galaxy Watch3, packaged in a sleek and premium design. In
addition to the luxurious design, the Titanium model of Galaxy
Watch3 is a versatile offering that combines a comfortable fit
with a comprehensive health and wellness experience.

Under the hood, it is packed with advanced health monitoring
features, including blood pressure1 and ECG monitoring2 as
well as other fitness and wellness capabilities – including
blood oxygen (SPO2) tracking,3 home training programs and
sleep management – to help comprehensively manage the
users’ health, even from home.

Galaxy Watch3 Titanium will be available starting from
September 18.4 At launch, it will come in a 45mm Bluetooth
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variant in Mystic Black.

For more information about Galaxy Watch3 Titanium, please To
ensure accuracy, users should calibrate their device every
four weeks with a traditional blood pressure cuff.

2 The blood pressure and ECG monitoring features are
currently available in South Korea, both cleared by South
Korea’s Ministry of Food and Drug Safety.

3 This device and related software are not intended for use in
the diagnosis of disease or other conditions, or in the cure,
mitigation, treatment or prevention of disease.

4 Availability varies by market or operator. All functionality,
features, specifications and other product information
provided in this document including, but not limited to, the
benefits, design, pricing, components, performance,
availability, and capabilities of the product are subject to
change without notice.
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